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Dear Potential Speaker, 

Thank you for taking the time to consider a partnership with Queen’s Leaders
Engaging in Change (QLEC)! 

QLEC is a growing committee comprised of driven, passionate, ambitious and
hardworking change-makers. Our executive team strives to empower students to lead
positive change within their communities and beyond, in a socially conscious manner.
At QLEC, we aim to challenge our student body to bring their most inspiring ideas to
life, encouraging them to bridge the gap between ideas and actions. We strive to
develop actionable leaders through a series of initiatives including our conference
weekend, engaging workshops, interactive panel sessions, and case challenges. 

Previously known as Queen’s Conference on Philanthropy and rebranded in 2018 to
Queen’s Leaders Engaging in Change, our committee has grown its exposure and
reach beyond the realms of the Queen’s campus for over a decade. Inspired by our
mission, a number of QLEC alumni have ventured on starting their own not-for-profit
initiatives, establishing social enterprise start-ups, and running CSR and innovation-
focused operations within their companies. 

For our 2021 Chapter, we are focusing our annual conference on the theme of
personal growth in leadership and will, more specifically, explore how to shift your
thinking in order to empower yourself and discover the leader within. Our event aims
to teach strategies and inspire ideas surrounding ways our attendees can best utilize
their skills and passion to become a leader through starting their own business,
leading CSR initiatives at their company, or practicing how to develop a growth
mindset to help motivate themselves and others. 

Based on your experiences and your realm of accomplishments, we believe you would
be an outstanding source of inspiration to our incoming delegate pool and hope that
you will share your insights on the subject with our ambitious change-makers.
On behalf of the QLEC executive team, we thank you for your time and consideration
and look forward to discussing potential partnership opportunities. 

Sincerely,
Ally Caston

A  L E T T E R  F R O M  O U R
G E N E R A L  D I R E C T O R
Ally Caston
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The first undergraduate conference of its type, Queen’s
Leaders Engaging in Change welcomes a variety of
individuals each year from across Eastern Canada. Student
delegates represent a variety of faculties and majors, such
as Commerce, Life Sciences, Arts, Global Development, and
Computer Science, among others. We also include a well-
rounded roster of speakers, each of whom are initiating
change in their respective fields and the community at large.

Our committee provides delegates with an opportunity to lead positive change, and
raise awareness for existing impactful causes and initiatives, locally and globally. QLEC’s
main purpose is to provide a platform that engages, empowers and challenges delegates
to bridge the gap between ideas and community action. In collaborating with delegates,
QLEC hopes to help ideas to life, no matter how big or small, to create meaningful
change.

OUR PURPOSE

ABOUT QLEC

01 delegates to bridge the gap
between ideas and action

 T O  C H A L L E N G E

OUR MISSION

02
students with the tools needed
to bring ideas to life

T O  E M P O W E R

03
a path to positive change with a
socially conscious mindset

T O  L E A D



Our conference attracts exceptional and talented delegates
looking to create change through leadership. We hope that with
this year’s theme, “A Shift in Thinking: Discovering the Leader

Within,” we can help our delegates learn how to develop a growth
mindset, learn from mistakes, and achieve a state of self-

empowerment. Ultimately, we hope that our conference can
provide delegates with the tools necessary to implement lasting

change. Through a weekend filled with interactive workshops,
networking, and collaboration, we believe that your stories and

experience will have a meaningful impact and enrich our
conference experience. 

C O N F E R E N C E
O V E R V I E W

T O  C H A L L E N G E T O  E N C O U R A G E
F O R W A R D  T H I N K I N G

T O  I N S P I R E



NOVEL CORONAVIRUS
(COVID-19) DISCLAIMER

The health and safety of our speakers, sponsors, delegates,
and guests attending our 2021 Queen’s Leaders Engaging in
Change Annual Conference is our top priority. We are fully
committed to taking the appropriate precautions to provide a
safe and healthy environment for conference attendees. Our
conference is currently scheduled to take place in Kingston,
Ontario in March 2021 contingent on the guidelines,
recommendations, and protocols set out by public health
officials and the Queen’s University administration. QLEC
would like to remind our speakers that we remain adaptable
and are committed to offering conference attendees an
inspiring and interactive weekend. 

Our conference team is working hard to plan for potential
alternate methods of delivery should our in-person conference
be deemed unsuitable. We are continuing to monitor the
situation and any new information will be communicated to
you as soon as it becomes available. 

Should you have any questions or concerns, please do not
hesitate to reach out to our Logistics Director, Sophie Johns, at
sophie.johns@queensu.ca.

Thank You,
Queen’s Leaders Engaging in Change



To Inspire
In a room of highly driven individuals, we want to
encourage enthusiastic attitude and spark our
students’ will to commit to their ambitions and
achieving their goals.

To Encourage Forward-Thinking
We anticipate that our speakers will motivate our
delegates to re-think the impossible and prove to
them that they can capitalize on their passions to
create better future and become socially conscious
leaders.

To Challenge
We hope that, by including speakers from all fields
and walks of life, delegates are challenged to step
outside their comfort zones and engage in divergent
thinking.

Our conference attracts exceptional and talented
delegates looking to create change through
leadership. This years theme is: A Shift in
Thinking: Discovering the Leader Within. Through
a weekend filled with interactive workshops,
networking, and case challenges, we believe that
your contribution will have a meaningful impact
and enrich our conference experience.

QLEC 2021: WHAT TO EXPECT

OUR OBJECTIVES

Registration + Welcome
Workshop #1
Dinner #1
Social

DAY #1 - FRIDAY

DAY #2 - SATURDAY

5:00 PM
5:30 PM
6:30 PM
8:00 PM

Breakfast + Director
Welcome
Speaker #1
Coffee & Networking Break
Speaker #2
Workshop & Lunch
Case Challenge Introduction
& Breakout Sessions
Case Presentations
Semi-Formal
Closing Ceremonies
Social

9:00 AM

9:30 AM
10:30 AM
11:00 AM
12:00 PM
1:30 PM

4:00 PM
6:30 PM
9:00 PM
10:00 PM

“I loved the conference! I would say my favourite part would be interacting with
your table. Sometimes the speakers would give you a minute to all discuss a
topic, like how one speaker asked us to all share some of our failures. I love

things like that!” - 1st year Arts and Science student

“I thought [the speakers] were all
good, and relevant to the

conference topics. They were all
engaging and I was able to take
something away from each of
them!” - 4th year Commerce

student



F R E Q U E N T L Y
A S K E D  Q U E S T I O N S
QLEC 2021

Will QLEC cover accommodation and transportation?
As a student-run, nonprofit organization, QLEC is able to cover these services up to a
reasonable level. 

How much time do I have to speak as a keynote speaker?
Keynote speakers will have approximately 45-60 minutes to present, including any
interactive activities.

Can I bring a guest?
Yes! All speakers are welcome to bring a guest.

Will there be time to interact with delegates outside of the speaking time?
Yes, our goal is to have delegates establish beneficial and lasting connections with all
speakers.

Are meals included?
All meals will be included in the conference schedule, and provided by QLEC.

Can my organization be a sponsor if I speak?
To be classified as a sponsor and receive all the sponsorship benefits, your company will
need to coordinate with our Sponsorship Team, via qlec.sponsorship@gmail.com.

What technology is available?
We are able to provide computers for presentations. Microphones and LCD projectors will
also be available for presentations for the duration of the conference.



PAST SPONSORS
INCLUDE

AND MANY MORE...



“The experience for me was amazing! I had a great time and found that
there was never a gap in the logistics. I found the speakers had valuable

things to say and were easy to understand. I also made a number of
meaningful connections at the conference which I may have not made

otherwise.” - 2nd year Commerce student

“I loved the conference!
I would say my

favourite part would be
interacting with your
table. Sometimes the
speakers would give
you a minute to all
discuss a topic, like

how one speaker asked
us to all share some of

our failures. I love
things like that!” - 1st
year Arts and Science

student

Looking Back at QLEC 2020 



CONTACT US!
INTERESTED?

Visit our
website!

www.officialqlec.com

Check us out on
social media!

@officialqlec

officialqlec

qlec

For any inquiries directly related to
our conference, please do not hesitate
to reach out to our Conference
Portfolio

Conference Director

Nohelia Lavadenz
Speakers

Coordinator

Sarah Maat
Speakers

Coordinator

qlec.speakers@gmail.com

Yasmeen Choudhri


